
in the 
studio

Robert Polidori’s 
meticulous Chelsea 
studio, evident in the 
boxes of archived 
photographs behind 
the artist, contrasts 
sharply with the 
destruction he 
captures in works like 
North Robertson 
Street,New Orleans, 
Louisiana, 2006, top 
left, and  Classroom in 
School #5 Pripyat, 
2001, bottom left, 
from his Chernobyl 
series. He refers to 
these rooms as 
“exoskeletons.”
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robert polidori
relying on digital technology and an unflinching eye,  

the photographer finds formally beauty in devastation and disorder.  
by philip Gefter  portrait by ofer wolberger



The absence of phoTographic equipmenT in Robert Polidori’s 
Chelsea studio is conspicuous. But the 55-year-old photogra-
pher, known for his bold, color-saturated architectural images 
from regions far and wide, never intended to use the space for 
taking pictures. 

Instead he uses the clean, utilitarian studio for the subse-
quent stages of a photographic process that begins once the 
picture is taken and thes digital wizardry begins.

Considering the preparation involved in his two recent New 
York exhibitions—one at the Metropolitan Museum of Art and 
another at Edwynn Houk Gallery on Fifth Avenue—as well as his 
editorial responsibilities as a staff photographer for the New 
Yorker, it would be fair to say that his studio is a busy place these 
days, even though an atmosphere of calm efficiency prevails.

Aside from a bank of windows through which ample morn-
ing light streams into the room, the spare white walls conjure the 
feel of a commercial gallery between shows. Polidori, rising from 
his desk, is dressed for a professional meeting; the muted earth 
tones of his shirt, sport jacket and suede shoes exude a casual, 
Continental élan. He may have been born in Montreal and raised 
in cities across the United States, but he speaks with an indeter-
minate accent that sounds vaguely Balkan. 

Across the room from Polidori’s desk, two 40-by-50-inch 
color photographs of interiors in London and New York are fas-
tened to the long white wall. In keeping with the artist’s signature 
style, the electric colors and clarity of these geometrically com-

posed images are strikingly graphic. The 
details pop. On these particular works, 
there are meticulously drawn circles to 
indicate where digital manipulation is 
needed to augment the color. 

Polidori is quick to point out that his 

work is not about architecture but habitat. “By habitat I refer to 
the sociological forces that affect architecture,” he says. While 
architectural photography documents a building or structure, 
Polidori is interested in how the building functions in relation to 
people. Given that there are no people in his photographs, he 
thinks that there is more than a tinge of pathos in his work.

“We have lived beyond our means economically as well  
as ecologically,” he says, talking in philosophical terms about the 
future of the planet. “Pathos is a natural response.”

As Polidori talks, his technicians toil at several computers, 
executing the digital alchemy that has replaced the chemical 
processes of the former darkroom era.  On one side of the studio, 
floor-to-ceiling shelves line the walls with archival boxes in which 
his prints are stored. 

Polidori has deftly straddled the world of journalism and 
fine art. On assignment for the New Yorker, for which he often 
photographs buildings, his work can comfortably accompany a 
piece of reporting. Or the work can stand on its own in a gallery or  

Few artists have 
captured peeling paint 
as sensuously as 
Polidori. Clockwise 
from top: Golden Key, 
Pripyat, 2001, from his 
Chernobyl series; 
Screening Room , 
Gran Teatro de la 
Habana, Habana 
Vieja, 2000; Senora 
Luisa Faxas 
Residence, 2 #318 (at 
the corner of Avenida 
5ta.), Miramar, 2003; 
Ciudadela, 
Empedrado 406 
(Between Aguacate 
and Compostela), 
Habana Vieja, 1997. 
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“rooms are metaphors and catalysts for states of being, a look into the soul.”
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a book, whether it’s his well-known series 
of photographs documenting Havana’s 
grand and poetically deteriorating build-
ings or the images taken along the 
Prypiat River near Chernobyl, taken 16 
years after the nuclear accident.

With a measured intensity that fre-
quently underlies his conversation, Polidori relates the efforts 
that went into “New Orleans After the Flood,” his Met exhibition 
that chronicled the ruins of Hurricane Katrina (accompanied by 
After the Flood, published by Steidl). The work was made over 
the course of eight months on periodic trips to New Orleans, 
where he lived for two years as a teenager.

Never mind the permeating stench in those post-Katrina 
rooms that proved to be a true test of his will. In purely practical 
terms, the absence of electricity in such dark spaces required 
long exposures that were, at times, between five and eight min-
utes. He found himself counting to 300 or more for each one. 
And because the carpets were still damp and water damage  
had caused the floors to sag, he had to steady his five-by-seven 
camera by hanging SealLine Dry Bags filled with bricks from the 
center of his tripod, leveling it with other bags under each leg. 

“Rooms are metaphors and catalysts for states of being,  
a look into the soul,” Polidori says. “The great majority of these 
inhabitants are now living somewhere else, in a state of interrup-
tion.” He refers to the interior spaces as “exoskeletons” forcibly 
shed by the people who lived in them.

As for his pictures of the exterior damage, the violence of 
the storm on the urban landscape is at once stupefying and 
breathtaking. Polidori maintains that his pictures raise unan-
swerable questions about the forces of nature that created an 
aftermath of such surreal dimension. 

An image pinned above his desk from “New Orleans After 

the Flood” shows a blue house almost intact except for the cur-
vature of its façade, as if liquid had solidified and conformed to 
the shape of a car jutting out underneath its frame. Another car 
is on its side in the backyard. “I left enough room around the 
house in the frame to induce its context,” he says, pointing out 
that the two cars are symmetrical, like visual rhymes. Asked 
about the signature geometry of his photographs, he says that 
the formality of his framing is purposeful. He calls it a “classicist 
pictorial grammar based on the laws of perspective.”

“When I’m framing,” he adds, “it’s almost like I’m reacting 
with a set of perceptual tools. After I take the picture is when  
I can really observe it. I don’t take one picture a day; I take 50. I 
photograph to see if it looks like what I remember. I’m not a  
stylist; I’m more interested in the meaning of the composition.”

As for the meticulous detail in his pictures, Polidori claims 
that there is no pleasure in taking them as mere documents. With 
such visual bounty, he says, “you keep both the eye and the mind r
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Pathos is omnipresent 
in his de-populated 
work, says Polidori, 
referring to images 
like Amman Jordan, 
1996, far left; Living 
Room, 642  East 14th 
Street, Apt. 3, NYC , 
1987, left; and  
Cadra Vida, Chateau 
de Versailles, 1985, 
above. Below, a view of 
Polidori’s studio desk.
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“after i take the picture is when i can really observe it. i don’t take one picture a day; i take 50.”



occupied.” He notes his surprise when he finds details in his pic-
tures that he didn’t see while he was photographing them. 

The kind of optical clarity evident in his work usually 
results from rigorous technical training, so it’s remarkable to 
learn that Polidori had no formal photographic education. He 
came to photography through a love of cinema. 

After one unhappy year at the University of South Florida 
in Tampa, he fled to New York in 1969 and spent the following 
three years involved with the renowned Anthology Film Archives 
in the East Village. Polidori took film courses there and casually 
began to photograph rooms in 1973. But it wasn’t until 1983 
when he bought a 2 1/4-inch square-format camera that he con-
centrated  solely on photography. 

Polidori has always photographed exclusively in color, 
which, he says, “is a complex mode of transcription, another 
adjective or adverb that can be modified.” Referring to the tech-
nological process by which he coaxes every gradation of color 
from his images, he suggests that over the past 50 years or so 
color in nature has been grayed down: Pollution has muted not 
only light but also color. 

“Dirtying the color is part of reality and I should accept it, 
but it’s like a record album not well recorded,” Polidori says. 
Heightening the color in his images is a way to penetrate and 
clarify the subject—a kind of wish fulfillment to make up for the 
vibrancy of color that he believes we currently lack.  

“I use negative film,” he says, explaining the stages of his 
process. “I don’t use digital cameras because I don’t think they’re 
quite there yet. I scan all my film here in the studio. Scanning is 

one of the most important components of 
the process.” 

While Polidori attempts to control 
the lighting during exposure, digital tech-
nology—the computer program 
Photoshop, in particular—allows him 

greater control afterward. “My digital files become my originals, 
as opposed to the negative, because they are the greater realiza-
tion of my idea,” he says. “I relive the shooting twice, first when I 
make the actual exposure, then, again, in the Photoshop process. 
I can realize the way I want the picture to look much better than I 
could with chemistry in the darkroom.” 

He brings the digital files to his lab, spending hours during 
the primary phase of the printing process, in which the digital 
information is transferred onto large-format Fuji Crystal Archive 
resin-coated photographic paper. The prints are made with dye 
rather than pigment, he says, and the vibrancy of color is in the 
nature of the dye. “When I make a print, it’s an idealized view of 
the reality I photographed.”

Perhaps his most succinct statement about what moti-
vates him to photograph decay and destruction is in the 
afterword to his book of photographs of the abandoned buildings 
around Chernobyl, Zones of Exclusion: Pripyat and Chernobyl 
(published in 2003 by Steidl): “I felt personally compelled to  
confront and witness this ongoing tragedy that no ritual  
can heal.”  

Polidori’s recent work 
documents Hurricane 
Katrina’s ravages. 
Clockwise from top: 
2732 Orleans  Avenue, 
New Orleans, 
Louisiana, 2005; 5417 
Marigny Street, New 
Orleans, Louisiana, 
2006; 2520 Deslonde 
Street, New Orleans, 
Louisiana, 2006;  
Vicinity of Jourdan 
and Surekote Streets, 
New Orleans, 
Louisiana, 2006.
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“i’m not a stylist; i’m more interested in the meaning of the composition.”
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